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1. Introduction

Figure 1: Use of webcam for Hand tracking
Tracking of hands through webcam is the process of tracking the movement of hand using
webcam using algorithms like HMM. The approach uses data gloves that can help in
digitalization of human finger motion and hands with input parameters that are used for virtual
reality. The motions of sensors are captured with the use of gloves for collection of data and
position of hand. The approach is used for image process algorithm for utilization of hand image
capturing device. The communication between computer and human can be more natural and
provide with recent advancement in the field. The approach is based on the use of image process
and includes the usage of image for capturing the data sing dept data capture devices. The system
is required for capturing of data and provides with processing data into virtual environment that
enables the use of human computer interaction.
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Figure 2: Hand tracking
Communication with virtual environment is required for interface for testing the communication
protocol. Webcam bases tracking uses visual tacking that includes a mechanism that is based on
components like feature measurement and site model. The model can specify mapping of state
space and characterize the possible spatial configuration of the mechanism. The state estimates to
calculate each image by inverting the model that has been obtained and best fits with measured
features. The features includes hand consist of finger links that can be extracted with the help of
local image operators.

2. State of art
2.1 Why hand tracking?

Figure 3: Leap Motion Hand Tracking System
Animating human and tracking in the motion that is a fundamental problem for computer vision
and graphs. It is an important question and devise with accurate reconstruction of articulation
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and shape of human hand. Human hand has the capacity of high bandwidth communication like
sign language and typing [1]. Human also has the capability of remarkably dexterous. Hand
motion is an important component for non-verbal communication and it is important for
animation of humanoid avatars.

Figure 4: Leap Motion 'Virtual Wearable'
It is the part of central portion for human computer interface. Human tracking can help in
gaining traction in research community and includes natural steps for complete system for online
communication in the virtual environment. The industrial trends for interactions system includes
virtual environment [3]. The software package uses virtual environment that can help in the
development of software package with the process of RGBD data. Computer interface uses
computer based system for completing the ability for reliability tracking with detailed articulated
motion of user hand.
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Figure 5: Leap Motion
Hand tracking uses web camera input and hand is required to move in all three axes that can
radically change the approach of hand. Fingers are difficult to disambiguate locally and it is a
kinematic constraint that provides the reason for using hand model. Different obstacles are
applied while using hand tracer for building end-user experience for robustness [2]. The system
tries to interact with virtual objects.

Figure 6: Hand for leap motion
The sensors present in the system that work at close range scenarios. The camera is mounted and
this can limit the factor for VR experience where the user can attempt to manipulate the virtual
environment and objects across large interaction volume. The head mounted camera can offer
some hope and light the view field [3]. The state of the art system can be expensive and includes
hand tracking algorithm that saturates top end consumer GPU. It is difficult for running hand
tracker for lowering power devices and provides with compelling user experience. It requires
considerable GPU bandwidth.
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Figure 7: Frame rate

2.2 Articulated Hand Model
A simple hand model has been designed with the help of primitive shoes and the palm model
uses quads with finder section that can help in representation of small cylinders with different
radii. The robotic hand can be used for building robotic hands and specify things. This hand can
help in picking up small objects [4].

Figure 8: Articulated Hand
It is designed with the use of CAD-CAM software that can be analyzed with finite elements in
structure. The hand is made up of 3D printers and the construction of every finder is suggested
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for using mathematical model for describing carioles matrix [6]. The resting mathematical model
describes the degree of freedom for controlling movement that is based on Neural Network and
react for capturing myoelectrical signal form amputee arm. It is easier to control and develop the
hand where the entire joint and fingers can be controlled with the use of single string. It is
difficult for building articulated hand with multiple joints that can be controlled by individual.
The process uses myoelectric signal for determining the closure and opening of hand with
fingers. The electrode is designed for creating structural material in carbon fiber.

Figure 9: Human Hand
The movement of hand reacts to the capturing of myoelectric signal and process the signal for
determining the movement. The signal is observed with final form for contradiction of patient
muscles and implies that the signal remains the sum of several waves for propagating the motor
unit. It can help in determining the programming code in microprocessor.
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Figure 10: Articulated Hand Model
The purpose of social can help in adopting the control that is based son neural network and get
data with the help of signal [5]. The control system for every finder can adjust the weight during
the earning phase. The neuron for input layer provides control for process parameters.

2.3 Forward Kinematics for Animation

Figure 11: Animation of bending Index Finger using Forward Kinematics
The model is used for development of animation with the use of forward kinematics. It is an
important concept for forward kinematics and it includes the position for particular parts. The
Model specifies a specific time that is calculated with orientation and position of an object. The
information of the joint includes articulated model [7]. The object that is animated with distal
bone uses proximal bone that remains fixed at the location.

Figure 12: Animation of Forward Kinematics
It is the location of the tip of finger that can be calculated with the angles of proximal bone and
transformed. The use of animation for needing index finger can help in determining the
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movement of hands. During the rotation of joint a complete control over the orientation is
required. During rotation of bone it is important to pose a chain and this can help in speeding the
process with the use of inverse kinematics. The chain effectors for the pace of bone are quick.
Animation for rotation of bone is a basic way for animating chain.
The object is linked with the child object for mating the position of rotation of hands and this can
be captured with the use of webcam, it provides with scale transformation that is related with
parent object [7]. The transformation is based on pivot of parent. Links acts like the way for
conducting transmit of transformation for parent of hand. It included lacing, rotation and
movement of parent and includes hierarchical link with one way movement. The transformation
is passed from parent to child and animation of the object is used for movement and scaling of
animations.

2.4 Tracking Hardware

Figure 13: Hand Tracking Hardware
Lean motion sensors are used for tracking the movement of hands. The tracking model is inbuilt
for giving various parameters like position, orientation and size of finders. Local processing
includes Cypress Semiconductor. Leap motion peripherals is implemented for stereoscopic
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vision arrangements with three infrared LEDs that has been provided for active illumination of
supplement that are available for ambient lighting [8].

Figure 14: Hardware used in Hand tracking

The motion detection for sense and this can help in detecting the motion of hand. Motion sensors
can help in measuring the amount of time of product. The real time sensor can help in sending
the message to system that can help in providing with up streaming process for production
inventory.

Figure 15: Use case of Hand tracking
The production can help in providing with operational algorithm that can be controlled and
regulated for production movements through the process. Leap motion controller uses webcam
for detection of the movement of hand and it aims at the position of finger and hand gestures [6].
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Leap motion can be updated with the use of SDK and provides with preprocesses data with the
application programming interface. The data can be accessed with the use of frame object for
every fare.

Figure 16: Flow chart of Hand tracking
The origin of gathering of the data can be used for detecting the position hand. The origin of
tracking can be calculated with the use of the Leap motion and coordinated with the system. The
controller uses right hand and frame the object for accessing with coordinate system. It is based
on raw data that has been collected and starts with building features for recognition of hand
gestures [4]. The features can be divided into two parts and are associated with static gesture that
contains directions and positions. It can help in identifying dynamic gesture.
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2.5 Global Optimization Framework

Figure 17: Global Optimization Framework
The global optimization framework is based on quadratic programming and it is integrated with
motion, appearance and complex interaction between different hands. The approach is required
for handling the challenged leak detection failures and robust track with both hands [3].
Feedback signals includes multi-modal for defining and generation of illusion that can help in
improving the feeling.

Figure 18: Hand tracking system design
HMM approaches include strategy estimation and human interaction as the technique of
achieving the behavior of hands. The controller includes normal mode and it is embedded with
curves that disregards human. The approach includes controller for online behavior estimation. It
is matched with partner behavior of human driving robot and implementation of movement in
virtual environment [5]. The concept of required for extension of information and provide with
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low cost acquisition system that adopt hand gestures with the use of webcam based on various
conditions., The possible set of gestures includes the patterns that can be implemented in real
time applications.

Figure 19: Image construction using webcam
The heuristic approach can be the problem in designing the rule and provide with the
development of certain issues. The Meta heuristic approach can help in adjusting parameters for
the system. Machine learning approach is useful in getting optimal value for better convergence
inside the limited run time; the approach is required for narration of behavior of hand.

Figure 20: Hand virtual positioning

It is based on search in metros and codes inspired character from recognition of field for pattern
recognition hand with the use of hand [8]. The conventional optimization are limited with
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hybridization of machine learning algorithm, It has the purpose of using training proves that
hybridized for development of more optimal system. HMM is precise with recalling of the value
for web information extraction.

2.6 Model-based Approach

Figure 21: Similarity Measures
It is a descriptor for defining accurate machine using 3D model for fitting against the input stage.
It is formulated with optimization function provide with nearest search options. In optimization
the initial model can be adapted and fitted with convergence. It includes core components like
acceleration data structure and similarity measures for hypothesis testing [5]. The measures use
the feature like skin color and depth image. The model based hand gesture recognition system
provides with finite state machine for qualitative distinct phase of generic gestures.

Figure 22: Gesture Analysis
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The dynamic gesture includes step method for detection of direction with hand motion by
tracking the location hand. It is a reliable method with space time gesture recognition method for
development and representation of gestures for matching ye view model for storing gesture
pattern. Hand gesture recognition includes three phases that are training phase, extraction phase
and sequence of states [2]. The transaction indicated the spatial temporal variability of gestures
for invariant speed of motions. This can help in the development of a new method that combines
with the motion information and edge for extraction of moving objects.

Figure 23: Machine Learning based approach
In the phase of training, development of simple training algorithm includes PCA model and
HMM that is characterized by temporal and spatial variation of gestures. The gesture recognition
using webcam is based on the motion speed and direction of hand that is required to be
recognized. It is assumed that moving hand is a complex object and it can be identified with the
use of edge boundaries [7].
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Figure 24: Computer vision pose
The edge dimension is applicable for computer vision system and includes edge information that
is redundant. This can help in assuming the background that can be complex and includes frame
difference for capturing motion information. The moving object uses several frames for
localization of moving pixels more accurately.

2.7 Appearance-based Approach

Figure 25: Evaluation Strategies
The method is implicitly stores and it can help in learning a direct method for hand pose space.
The technique is used for providing low level features. The approach is not needed for searching
for the complete configuration space [1]. The appearance based algorithm is required for
optimum value and using a better convergence with the limited run time. The approach is
required for narrating the behavior of hands.
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Figure 26: Appearance-based Approach
The approach enables the optimization at constant rate for single channel. It is likelihood
function for deriving the use of method for getting efficient model with direct optimization
approach. The sequence of HMM provides with real time multi-target tracking of hand [8]. The
framework is required for estimation and using heuristic based optimization approach. The
method uses gesture recognition that can be related with machine learning approaches. The
algorithm can support the use of data driven decision.

Figure 27: Hand tracking methods
Pattern recognition plays an important role in signal processing and computational geometry. It
has significant role with artificial intelligence and computer vision for the application.
Classification is the method for arrangement of pixels and assigns them into particular classes. It
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provides with a broad category that can be supervised with learning [2]. It can not help improve
with learning scheme for being not supervised for nor did providing trained data to system. It is
chosen for testing and training of the problem. It is the background for the hand gesture that can
be fixed with the use of HMM from extraction of feature point from hand data.

2.8 Benefits of using webcam for hand tracking

Figure 28: Use of webcam in hand tracking
The approach is based on analysis and tracking of data using webcam. It is a direct technique that
can be used for capturing using a high resolution webcam. The technique includes effective time
for execution and image can be captured with under controlled conditions [5]. It is the solution of
the problem for implementation segmentation algorithm that has initial limits.

Figure 29: Hand poses estimation
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The segmentation uses variable limits that can be applied successfully for the segmentation of
regions. The algorithm presents significant reduction of human hand search and version is
implemented a step method for presentation for real time processing. The implementation of
webcam helps in recognition of human hands and includes complex action because it depends on
the external factors [4]. It is beneficial in hand recognition as the initiation process that includes
peripheral devices that are loaded into memory and it is implemented with gesture recognition
system form frame of video streams.

Figure 30: Real Time RGB-D sensor-based gesture recognition
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3. Best practices
3.1 Marker-based System

Figure 31: Tracking using Color Glove
The purpose of the approach is to use a single camera for tracking hand wearing gloves with the
use of ordinary glove for imprinting the custom pattern. Pattern is designed with simplifying the
pose for estimation problem. It allows employees to find nearest neighbor approach for tracking
with interactive rate [5]. In hand tracking, the glove is fixed with 19 marks and it uses geometric
structure of the marker that encodes implicitly with the use of kinematic structure. Deep neural
network is used for image recognition using webcam. In the case of ensuring robustness ever
factor includes synthetic training data with different sources of randomness.

Figure 32: Steps for development of marker
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It ensures robustness with variation in shape of hand. The first stage of the algorithm includes
group of markers that clusters with potential representation of single hand. The use of simple
agglomerative clustering provides with cluster centre that contains more than 22 markers. The
evaluation of quality metrics for resulting construction is required for proceeding with tracking,
with the use of marker IDs. The objectionable artifacts of hand tracking include index finger and
thumb for tracking the movement of hand.

Figure 33: Optical markers
The evaluation of realistic test data includes realistic test for application of labeling network for
capturing the motion of hand using webcam [7]. The sequence of marker includes the sequence
for following actions for training data. The evaluation of performance includes test sequence for
growth of hand tracking system. The demonstration of flexibility and robustness for real-time
hand tracking system provides with wide range of activity and includes object interaction and
dexterous manipulation. The input is obtained with the use of webcam and the system is easy to
use and set up for users [1]. Performance capture is integral for creating digital human for
education and entertainment. Hand tracking system is used for capturing performance including
woodwind and string instruments.
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3.2 Vision-based System

Figure 34: Tracking using Depth Sensor
Web Camera is used for accurately constructing different poses of hand in hand tracking and
hand poses has a variety of subjects. It allows for rapid recovering and robust tracking for
tracking movement of hand from several meters. The hand tracking system capture movement of
hand, that is recorded with the use of web camera [2]. The video input is decomposes with a set
of features into account. The form of filtering can be performed on frame and it is used for
removing unnecessary data and includes highlighting important components.

Figure 35: Vision-based System
Movement of hand is connected with continuous motion and webcam is used for tracking the
movement of hand. It uses various ways for composition and recognizes gesture for driving
variety of applications. The frame uses parameters that are used with initial parameters that are
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next fame and fit with the procedure. The approach uses a series of tests and hypothesis and
hypothesis uses model parameter for generation in every step.

Figure 36: Vision-based Recognition
Appearance based approach uses feature of mode with visual appearance and compares the
parameters for extraction of image features form the input of video [5]. This approach has the
advantage for real time performing at uses 2D image feature. It is a simple and straightforward
approach for utilization by looking at the skin color regions. The skin color detection uses
sensitive lighting conditions for detecting hand. It uses gesture recognition method that use based
on user independence and hand detection. Skin colored object present the scene for faster
approach that is controlled with working environment and it is difficult for realistic scenes [6].
The approaches use eigenspace for providing a better representation of high-dimensional points
with the use of small set. The eigenspace based approach uses low-ordered subspace that
accounts to have variance in the set of exemplar images.
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3.3 Discriminative Approach

Figure 37: Results of hand tracking
It uses the principle of hierarchical regression that can be adapted for articulated object that is
employed. It is fast and robust but it is not accurate. It includes variability in gestures with both
size and time that act as interpersonal differences that make recognition a difficult task. It is the
power of processing variable length sequence and modeling sequence data [3]. The model of
hand gesture uses

Figure 38: Mark fewer skeletons based
Hidden Markov Models with natural extension and discriminative methods is used for support
vector machines that are compared with model vases approaches and it is flexible with decision
boundaries with better classification performed. It is an extraction denature for resignation of
hand with the use of webcam. The performance is combined with classifier for discriminative
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and generative classifiers for small database with gestures of hand that is recorded with webcam
[4]. The result states that, hand tracking incorporate general shape of hand and hand motion and
perform better and simple center mass tracking.

Figure 39: Hierarchical Hand Pose Regression
The stereo setup of camera capture 2D information with the use of webcam and it provides with
feature level for decreasing the rate of error and uses fisher score methodology that combines
with the power of discriminative and generative approaches for increasing classification of
performance [6]. Discrimination based model is used for transformation of visual feature with
appearance and depth for determining unobserved predictions. It is used for specifying the region
labels and uses joint position that allows real time performance with the use of RDF.

Figure 40: Real time hand modeling
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It uses depth based features that is required for segmentation of region of people body and
discrete joint based regions. It is applicable for the approach that can help in determining regions
of hand. This method uses the approach that requires high amount of labeled training data [5].
The synthetic data is provided for vast amount of training and it is dependent physiological
accuracy of the model with data reflection that characterizes the use of webcam.

3.4 Hybrid Approach

Figure 41: Convergence using a second-order optimizer
The use includes discriminative objective functions that provides smooth surface model and
includes gradient for nonlinear optimization and uses joint optimization of model pose and uses
correspondence between the model surface and data points. The system uses computer system
that has a webcam that provides with large working volume of interactions [3]. The high iteration
cost includes optimization that has wide basin of yields and convergence for real time system
that are accurate and more efficient than alternatives.
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Figure 42: Hybrid approach
It enables the use of new interaction with the use of virtual reality. The detection of hand using
hand tracking system includes classification of right and left types that is crucial for human
computer interaction and data mining system. The use of effective learning uses method with the
purpose of region based convolution neural network. The use of large number of proposal
window per frame includes computational intensive.

Figure 43: Hand landmark detection
The purpose of hybrid system is that it is based on substituting the selective search and uses RCNN module with image process pipeline assuming the visibility of hand. The system includes
two main phases that includes classification and preprocessing. The preprocessing stage
incorporates with gestures of hand and obtained by webcam [2]. The classification is based on
extraction of proposal region that fed to CNN for type classification and hand detections. The
evaluation is required for hybrid approach and uses dataset signing and gesture for demonstration
of superior accuracy and computation efficiency with its variants. The step is performed for
hand region with global thresholding technique that proves effective image segmentations.
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4. Experiments/Cases

Figure 44: Examples of the real time tracking method
The implementation of hand tracking technique uses opencv libraries and includes number of
experiments that can be performed for testing robustness for implementation of technique. The
webcam captures the image sequence with real time environment [2]. The eye has to concentrate
on the region of hand by bringing hand in front of the camera for obtaining the trained data with
color model. The system carries training procedure for obtaining color distribution with the use
of randomized list for further use of hand segmentation. The segmentation technique is used for
segmentation of hand form background in real time. The randomized list is based on classifies
that is used for automatically perform a small region for circumference of hand.

Figure 45: Hand tracking experiment
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The experiment is performance for movement of hand in different directions and angels for
checking robustness. The variation of illumination conditions can be done with experiment
check. The output shows hand that can be tracked and signed in real time with different
illumination and environmental conditions. Rapid movement includes gestures of hand with
normal speed and the user gesture for moving the hand can speed up [6].

Figure 46: Robust Articulated
This can disturb the tacking point. The former interaction point is stirred with a moment of hand
and with close the position for former interaction pin for simple retracting the hand [9]. The
generation for tracking output with different illumination conditions includes real time
application for particular hand that is required to be tracks for drawing the attention. It is useful
for one point of the hand that is visible for tracking and detecting the worst case for sudden
illumination changes that can be used for interaction purposes.
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Figure 47: Robust hand tracking
According to the development, Youngmo (2010) shown experiment consists of measurements of
robustness for detection process that can be measured. The robustness of system can be
measured along with X, Z and Y axis [11]. The evaluation and analysis of system includes
evaluation from more point with details that can be obtained by conducting experiments. The
control and process of capturing virtual hand includes the use of data glove. It is 100% efficient
with the use of control method.

Figure 48: Robustness of the system evaluated on axis Z
According to the experiment of Dardas et al. (2011), the experiment consists of measuring the
number of false detection that can be detected with the help of hand [10]. It uses virtual hand
with the use of data glove that is not affected with the use of external stimuli like changes in
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complex background and light reorganizations. The experiment uses 2 gestures that can help in
recognition of hand. The gesture includes human hand is rotated along with axis that is about 10
degrees [12]. The evolution of the system robustness of the hand moving along with axis Z
provides the way for capturing motion of hand.

Figure 49: Robustness of the system evaluated on axis X
In this experiment, Hong et al. (2016) has shown result using the video file has 24 frames per
second that is used for running the experiment. The frame has been captured with the help of
human hand that includes the algorithm of detection that has been executed [13]. The efficiency
of the system includes posture detection algorithm that is compared with two situations. The
result presents simple background image that is half of the length of video file that contains
human hand along with white background. It uses complex background image and it is half of
the length of video file that contains human hand with various background images.

Figure 50: Performance of classifiers using simple and complex background images
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Object detection represents the use of actual hand that has been detected with the use of image
that can be captured with the use of web camera [15]. The hand tracing system includes the
system of missing object that represents that actual hand is missing and it cannot be detected by
the proposed system. The Object can be detected incorrectly and this represents actual hand with
the use of system that cannot be detected with the use of other object that represents other items
that are positively detected as human hand [14]. The method of using virtual hand can help in
performing the steps and uses components for describing the result. Hand tracking include
human hands that results development of hand tacking system with the use of view sequence and
recognize the gesture of the hand and represents detected hand.

Figure 51: Real time data
According to the experiment, Toshev et al. (2010) has presented the results demonstrated that
positive detection rate of 80% and false detection rate is 20% that can be achieved. The detection
rate can be influenced with the use factors that can be predicted like addition of hands in
detection areas and changes of background image with the use of background image that is
similar to color of hand.
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Figure 52: Experiment Architecture
It is can help in rescuing the name of false detection and minimize the requirement for every
frame that can be applied with detection of human hand. It is like the existence of single hand
inside the frame that is used for capturing and controlling background and light conditions [9].
The alternative improvement is required for hand contour detection that creates complex
detection method that cannot get affected with the changes of background image color.

Figure 53: Real time hand Architecture
Hand motions are detected with the use of webcam and it includes steps that include motion
estimation and contour extraction [6]. The Process uses anatomical contemning for hand that is
used for defining hand contour that is segmented with hand region. It is ideal for contours that is
organized with tree structure containing hole contours. The real world visual evidence is because
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of dynamic and clustering background. Vision based system is required for robust and includes
user liberated in contradiction with influence.

Figure 54: Hand motion data
The vision based collaboration is required for the system that has dissimilar scales for
applications. For example the use of the vision based system should match with the environment
of desktop, robot navigation and sign language recognition [3]. Vision interaction required real
time system and includes learning methods that is used for vision based interaction that is actual.
Computer vision technique used for application includes manipulation of objects in the virtual
environment that has been implemented with the use of open CV Library.

5. Conclusion
The study concludes that capture method uses digital processing algorithm that has the potential
of replacing motion capture method with the use of data gloves. The data glove method provides
a high accuracy that uses algorithm that is based on gesture recognition and hand detection. The
advantage is in terms of communication, facility and storage that includes elimination of physical
movements with reduce storage space that is required. It has longer use time that can help in
eliminating mechanical parts that needs low cost for configuration and test executions.
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It is well known that hand tracking system is known for image capturing and it is designed for
the task of digitalization and capturing hand movements. A simple mechanism of webcam has
been used for capturing the movement of hand and this can help engineers in setting up the
testing environment and provided with visualization using Handsim components. It is known for
the accuracy and it includes data gloves that are required for capturing data that is provided by
Webcam. The mechanism can be set easily and it is used for the creation and execution of
concept.
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